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Not Kevin?s day

	 

 The guy ahead? Never caught him. He wasn't trying to stay ahead of us; Kevin just couldn't put anything into the pedals today.

I was feeling surprisingly good, after a night of not-enough sleep. Kevin, not so much. And we had witnesses, which makes being

off your game not much fun.

Hitting the base of Kings, I was riding with George & Karen. Actually I wasn't that much aware of anyone around me but George; I

was in the zone. George was moving around a bit, sometimes in front of me, sometimes to the side, sometimes behind as I found a

pace I was comfortable with and played it out. Karen was just behind, probably trying to average out the changes in speed.

Somewhere behind was Kevin and Kevin.  When I'm in the zone, I'm looking ahead, not behind. But finally, as we neared the park

entrance, there's a section where you can see 30 or so seconds behind, and Kevin (pilot) was just coming into view but no sign of

younger Kevin. I backed off at the park, waited for pilot and asked if he'd seen Kevin, but no, he didn't know where he'd lost him.

So I put any ideas of a fast time up Kings to rest and circled back to find him. After all he could have had a seizure. Nope. He was

just riding really slow, nursing a sore knee. How slow? So slow that, when we almost caught up to another rider, the guy very

gradually and unintentionally rode away from us. Hate that. 40 minutes up Kings. I texted Kevin (pilot) not to wait for us at the top.

Hopefully Thursday will go better!

 

 Looks like a sign for a feedzone!
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